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Do It For Money!

By

Karl Loren

The American Heart Association

Admits It Deliberately Lied

To The American Public

Don't Trust Your Doctor

FLASH!  The American Heart Association has threatened legal action if this page is not

destroyed.  Click here to read about this, new on May 19, 1999.  Click here to see an index

page with many links related to the threat of legal action by the American Heart Association.

This is the astonishing story about an alarming expose of the American Heart Association. 

The American Heart Association has been guiding Americans on their diet and heart health

for decades -- and during this time the American Heart Association has been claiming

"success" in the war against heart disease.  The American Heart Association has claimed that

the death rate from heart disease is getting lower every year -- and that this is because of the

diet and drugs recommended by the American Heart Association.
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You can click on any of the numbers below to go to that Chapter in the Book, Life Flow One, The

Solution For Heart Disease.
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Now the truth comes out!  The very President of the American Heart Association has publicly

admitted that his organization has been deliberately lying to the American public for years --

claiming that the death rate from heart disease is getting lower when, he admits, it is not!

These are the people who have attacked intravenous chelation therapy and whose members would

tell you that oral chelation is quackery!

Now the truth comes out.  The American Heart Association has been responsible for millions of

deaths -- people who have died needlessly because they used the harmful diet recommended by the

American Heart Association, or because they took the dangerous drugs recommended by the

American Heart Association.

The AHA has attacked the good guys while being, themselves, one of the bad guys!

The bad guys have been giving you false data about cholesterol, too.  Click here for the truth on

cholesterol.

The bad guys have been giving you false data about plaque, too.  Click here for the truth about

plaque.

This article has the full proof of these statements.  When you discover the source of the black

propaganda about intravenous chelation therapy and oral chelation (the AHA), you should become

at least a bit more interested in these "alternative" health practices which CAN save your life --

while the AHA would snuff it out for money!

When your doctor looks you in the eye, and says: "John, take

two of these little green pills every morning, and call me in a

week," you have just had one of the most intimate conversations

you can ever have in life!

Think about it!

Who do you trust -- in life?

You have lots of different kinds of trust for different people and different situations.

You trust your car mechanic to fix the car.

You trust your spouse to remain faithful.

You trust your best friend in many ways.
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But, you wouldn't take those green pills just because your best friend

tells you to do it.  And, certainly not because your car mechanic tells you

to.

But, you put your life into the hands of your doctor.

You can have some opinion about whether the mechanic is giving you the straight scoop. And,

you can watch your friend's eyes to judge whether he's hiding something from you, but . . .

When you put your trust in a doctor, you have very little ability to judge his honesty or the

validity of his prescriptions. You think, in fact, that he understands this stuff, and you know

that you don't.

Your trust of your doctor, in many ways, is blind and total!

But, what if the doctor is lying to you!

What if he gives you the green pills because some drug company

pays him $100 to prescribe THOSE pills each time there is a

patient with a symptom even remotely connected to the drug.

What if he gets drunk just before he performs bypass surgery on you! That seems so absurd that

you are likely to quit reading. So, let me tell you that I reported just such events in my Book, Life

Flow One, written several years ago. NOW, let me bring that story right up here, close and

personal!

Here is a quote:

CANTON, Ohio -- At the peak of their careers, Philip Rice and Richard Schwartz were

doctors who made heads turn. They dominated cardiovascular surgery in this city of

84,000. They posted some of the lowest surgical mortality rates in Ohio. Each doctor

earned more than $1 million a year, and they reveled in the luxuries that a thriving

practice could buy.

That quote comes from a 3,000+ word article that started on the front page of one of the

nation's leading newspapers. You can find the ENTIRE text in a simple footnote on this

site. Click here to read it all!

In addition to performing foolish surgery, while drunk, for money, doctors more commonly simply

feed you dangerous pills for money.

A doctor does it all the time. He may not even know he is lying to you.

Let's look at what the American Heart Association has been doing to you. If you go to their
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WEB site here is what you find. You can click and check it out:

If you browse around on the pages of the AHA, you get lots of interesting, even if false, data.

For instance, I found the following:

NEW YORK (Reuters) -- The

good news, say the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC), is that the death rate from

heart disease continues to decline.

The bad news: the decline is

slowing.

Click Here For The Full

Text

Realize That You Are

Reading, Here, Deliberate

Lies!

If a large enough number of people view THIS page, and tell others, and start complaining,

you can bet that the American Heart Association will quietly delete the fraudulent reports

and records. They have, in fact, already started the damage control act. I'll comment on that

a bit further, too.

Just a bit further down on this page I'll show you that not only is the above claim, by the

AHA, false, but they know that it is false, and that they have put out this false information

deliberately.

And, believe it or not, I will show, out of their own mouth, that they lied just because they

thought the lies would get them more money!

Those are heavy charges and I'm ready to back them up -- below!

Here is another quote in which the American Heart Association claims that the death rate

from heart disease is improving all over the planet:

Significant declines [in death from

heart disease] are recorded for total

cardiovascular disease mortality as

well as specific cardiovascular

diseases over the last few decades.

Male mortality fell by over 60% in

Japan, and by 50% or so in

Click here for the full Text

Remember, as you read this material

that you are reading deliberate lies!
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Australia, Canada, France and the

United States. A similar pattern is

seen for females.

Now wouldn't it upset you a bit if you found out that the death rates from heart disease were

NOT decreasing! That the claims that modern medical science, and heart drugs, were

resolving the problem of the number one killer in America! -- were false claims?

You think of the doctors as the "good guys" in society -- but

their image is getting badly tarnished!

You see, the orthodox medical establishment, with the

American Heart Association leading the way, has been

claiming, for decades, that the National Campaign to reduce

death from heart disease has proven to work. I've written a

very extensive expose of this entire fraud, in my Book, Life

Flow One, The Solution For Heart Disease.

The Master Planners, starting many years ago, decided that they would invent a new disease -

- called high cholesterol.

They would blame that disease on all the eggs and butter you eat -- mind you, these are the same

eggs and butter which mankind has eaten for thousands of years! Without heart disease!

They would then blame that the terrible high death rate from heart disease on this NEW

disease -- high cholesterol.

They had proven that they couldn't prevent heart disease, so they invented a new villain, high

cholesterol, and claimed that IT was responsible for heart disease. That way they had an

easier target to attack.  They could also blame the patient for being unable to stick on their

terrible diet.

They then falsely claimed that you could solve this disease of high cholesterol with diet (not

true) and if that failed, they would recommend therapy (a proven failure), and if those two

techniques didn't work for you they had a cholesterol-lowering drug (it DOES lower

cholesterol, but it does NOT reduce death).

Now that these Master Planners have set the stage for massive government support of the

drugging of America, they then had to "prove" that their treatments were working.

After all, if people died at the same rates, or even at higher rates, then all these heart drugs
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would begin to appear fraudulent.

Since the whole program was a fraud from the beginning, you can expect that the

"treatments" didn't help any. So, in fact, the death rate from heart disease has NOT

decreased.

What were they to do?

Well, it's simple. They lied about the statistics.

Here is what they say, very officially, even as of very current date.

Click here to see the original source document that includes the following quote:

"* From 1982 to 1992 death rates from CVD declined 24.5 percent. "

The above is simply a lie! There might be more polite says to describe this, but there are no

more truthful ways!  You are hearing the allegation of deliberate lies from a relative

unknown author -- Karl Loren.  But, in a few more inches of your screen you'll come to the

source which you cannot refute -- a national newspaper that reported on an astonishing

admission by the new President of the American Heart Association.

They simply found a statistical manipulation that would appear complex, and on which they

could claim that the death rate was, in fact, going down.

Can you get the magnitude of this!

Here is the number one cause of death in America -- heart disease.

Here is the American Heart Association claiming that certain drugs will prevent heart disease.

They know this is not true, and the truth starts leaking out. What do they do, they put the lies

out in bolder print!

They claim that the death rate from heart disease is declining, and that they can take full

credit for this with their wonderful program.

How arrogant are they?  Better the question:  How evil are they!

Well, just within the last few days of my first writing this, the official 

Journal of the American Medical Association published an article which STARTS with the lie

that the death rate is going down, and then analyzes just WHY this reduction has taken place.

Of course they come up with the drugs as the reason, not with anything connected with diet or

exercise -- as the original Master Plan stressed.

So, we've come full circle.
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The Master Planners told you to change your diet, and prevent heart disease. They knew that

wouldn't work. You may have changed your diet and discovered that truth.

Cholesterol-rich diets are NOT the cause of high cholesterol.

So, you probably skipped the therapy sessions, and went straight to Mevacor, or some other

cholesterol-lowering drug.

People who have done that have died!

They died of murder, not heart disease.

They died because the American Heart Association is the number one enemy of health in

America.

But, I get carried away. Perhaps you can't yet quite believe the depth of the duplicity!

The very recent article in the Journal Of The American Medical Association says this:

NEW YORK (Reuters) -- Treatment

of people who already have coronary

heart disease (CHD) is a bigger

factor in the steady decline in

cardiac deaths than preventive

efforts aimed at getting healthy

people to adopt heart-safe lifestyles,

a new study shows.

Click Here For The Full Text

Remember, As You Read 

This, That You Are Reading

Deliberate Lies

Yes! There it is! The AMA, backed by the AHA, are telling you not only that the death rate

has been declining, but that the decline is due to drugs, not some foolish notion of a healthy

life style!

Well, it's time to provide the proof of this fraud.

During mid-November, 1996, the American Heart Association was

holding its annual meeting in New Orleans. As they usually do, they

elected a non-paid doctor as the President of the Association. This year

they elected Dr. Breslow.
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The President of the AHA is a figurehead, and hardly has any knowledge, much less control,

over what goes on in that group.

But, every once in a while a new President is chosen without adequate background

investigation and they get a somewhat honest guy in there.

It isn't often, but it has happened.

The Master Plan to drug America was actually started more than 10 years ago, but by the

year 1990, the Plan was in full swing. In fact, during 1987 the Master Planners launched

something called the National Cholesterol Education program.

This was a national and very public campaign. Prior to this campaign, as early as 1971, the

AHA secretly backed a false public claim that the Framingham Studies proved that foods

high in cholesterol caused your blood to be high in cholesterol, and that high blood cholesterol

caused death from heart disease.

Yes, this fraudulent campaign started more than 20 years ago.

In December, 1984, these Master Planners, led by creatures from the American Heart

Association, held a Consensus Development Conference. On the surface it was supposed to

look like an academic gathering to consider whether cholesterol was a risk factor in heart

disease. In fact, the final report was written before the Conference was even started.

One of the Master Planners was Dr. Basil M. Rifkind. He presented false data to this

Conference -- data which was understood, in advance, to serve as the basis for the final

report.

He said of the Conference:

 

"It is thought to be the first study in man to establish conclusively that lowering

cholesterol reduces heart attacks and heart attack death."

Another Master Planner was Scott M. Grundy, author of an early American Heart

Association diet which warned against butter and eggs. (Dr. Grundy is still working, many

years later, to spread lies -- one of those areas for his lies concerns the B3 vitamin,

Niacin.  Click here to check that out!)

This Conference was attended by a few honest doctors and researchers. One of them, Dr.

Edward H. Ahrens, Jr., from Rockefeller University, said:
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"I think the public is being hosed by the NIH and the

American Heart Association.

"They desire to do something good. They're hoping to God that this is the right

thing to do. But they are not acting on the basis of scientific evidence, but on the

basis of a plausible but untested idea."

Others objected, but they had no power against the entrenched Master Planners.

So, the National Cholesterol Education Program was launched in 1987.

While the American Heart Association was one of the original Master Planners, it would

normally get a non-paid new president every now and then, and the Master Planners actually

made a mistake when they allowed Dr. Thomas N. James to become President -- much like

they made a mistake allowing Dr. Breslow to become president in 1996.

Remember that the Master Planners had in mind claiming that the first and best line of

defense against heart disease was a "healthy diet," even though they had massive research to

show that changing the diet wouldn't help.

In this setting, the new President of the American Heart Association said, in 1980:

 

"I wish to present some personal reservations about our nonexceptional advice,

which is taken by the public as

meaning everyone should be concerned about their dietary cholesterol."

This quote was published in the American Heart Association's own medical

journal, Circulation, with the disclaimer that this was not necessarily the position of the

American Heart Association!

So, the AHA has had its own problems in the past with a President who didn't understand the

party-line and who had the audacity to speak the truth!

Now, I hope I've convinced you that there is something interesting here -- that there has

really been a concerted effort to give you some data about heart disease -- data from the

American Heart Association.

Now, let me proceed to show you that the most recent new President of the American Heart

Association, like some of his predecessors, has revealed the truth about his own group!
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So, it was the Wall Street Journal that blew the whistle on the fraud at the American Heart

Association.

NEW ORLEANS -- Americans have

been seriously misled into thinking

that heart disease is on the decline,

the new president of the American

Heart Association charged.

Deaths from heart disease haven't

dropped nearly as much as health

officials have claimed and the

prevalence of the disease actually

may be increasing, asserted

President Jan L. Breslow, a

Rockefeller University researcher, at

the heart group's annual meeting

here.

Click here to read the entire 

text of this Wall Street Journal

Article, published in the

November 13, 1996 edition.

Realize now, that you are finally

reading the truth!

This web site is unique on the net for

not only bringing you the truth, but

documenting every claim made here!

AHA:  "We sure hope you won't find that out!"

Now, very curiously, if you, at the time of the actual

convention, had taken the hyperlink to the pages for the

Annual Meeting of the American Heart Association, you'll

find several pages, but you won't find ANYTHING about

this fascinating statement from the President of the

American Heart Association, Dr. Breslow.

There were other doctors at this Annual Meeting, too, who spoke out about the fact that the

heart disease death rate was not only increasing, but that there were hidden disasters not too

far on the horizon.

You see, it is one thing to lie to the American public about heart disease -- to tell them that

the problem has been solved, and that drugs are the answer.

But, some of the politicians believe this lie, too, and when they look 10 or 20 years into the
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future and try to predict medical expenses for various disease problems, they have been fooled

into thinking that heart disease is a declining problem.

Well, it isn't! The problem is getting worse. And, there is another part of this problem which

makes it vital for America to wake up.

We have a group of people here in the United States called Baby Boomers. These are people

born during the huge jump in the birth rate, between 1945 and 1955.

Now, during 1997 and 1998, these people are in their mid-fifties. They are not yet quite ready

to have large numbers of heart attacks.

But, in another ten years we will have many, many more millions of Americans in that age

bracket around 65 years old -- the age bracket where heart attacks start occurring with

terrible regularity.

As those people start demanding health care (the proven fraud of bypass surgery, for

instance) the insurance companies, the hospitals and the taxpayer supported government

programs, will be overwhelmed.

My friends, I bring you not good news, but the truth. This is a truth I've been preaching for

more than ten years. I have written a 400 page book about these Master Planners and their to

drug America into stupidity.

They might have succeeded except that their plan, like many evil plans, dies of its own rot!

They cannot continue to claim black to be white and get away with it.

With your help we can expose this evil creature and get Americans back onto a sane road to

health. That road does NOT include Mevacor or bypass surgery.

It does, undoubtedly, involve diet, exercise, but more importantly vitamins and minerals.  I

am a strong booster of both intravenous chelation therapy and oral chelation.  On this web

site, by clicking around, you can get full technical data about both of these natural

alternatives.

Another day for that, but mark my words, we have an evil creature to confront, and a battle

to fight. Many of your friends have died from something called "heart disease" by the doctor

who treated that person, but you will now know that your friend died from complications of

deliberate deception -- close to murder!

Find out more about oral chelation -- the natural alternative to drugs and harmful diets which are

recommended to you by the American Heart Association.  Click Here to go to a page which links

to almost all the other pages in this 3,500 page web site, on the subject of "oral chelation."

Karl Loren
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